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HotProducts!
Great Gift Ideas for the Bride and Groom

Words by Vanessa Pascale

Chandon’s Limited Edition Bottle: “American Summer” 

www.Chandon.com

Nothing says “Congratulations!” or “Let’s celebrate!” like a 

great bottle of bubbly, and Chandon, the leading California 

sparkling wine, serves it up best. Chandon recently released 

their third limited edition bottle: “American Summer.” 

Available through Labor Day, Chandon “American Summer” 

retails for $8 (187ml minis) and $22-24 (750ml bottles). 

Stock up and let the bubbles flow. 

Jonathan Adler Tray

www.jonathanadler.com

Chandon has partnered with distinguished New York 

designer Jonathan Adler to release a chic acrylic tray 

adorned with 

an intertwined 

pattern of red, 

white and 

blue anchors 

to celebrate 

Chandon’s 

American 

heritage, which 

mirrors the wave design 

of Chandon’s “American 

Summer” bottle. This 

contemporary nautical tray is 

perfect for breakfast in bed, 

to transport cocktails to the 

terrace, among other great 

uses. Available at select 

Jonathan Adler stores, the 

11x17-inch tray sells for $98 

and the 9x11-inch tray sells 

for $78. 

Freya Bar Cart

www.ballarddesigns.com

I love the nostalgia that surrounds the very chic bar cart –a throwback to

when women wore exceptionally fancy dresses on a daily basis and drinks

were poured immediately upon returning home from work. (Well, I’m

sure the latter is still done in many households.) Ballard Designs has a

stunning steel and brass 2-tiered cart with mirrored shelves that will hold

all your favorite liquor, mixers, wine and glassware, and its easy roll casters

will allow you to move this beautiful cart to different areas of the house

with ease. Complete your home with this great addition ($369.99). 

Nap Robes from Brookstone
www.brookstone.com
Made from the softest, coziest fabric, these super plush robes are 

perfect for cuddling up in when it’s cold, lounging in, or as the moniker

indicates, napping in. The machine washable, lightweight robe allows

you to wear it year-round. Available in a variety of colors, robes are

trimmed with satin along the collar and cuffs. You will want to cuddle

up in this luxurious robe every day as it is truly the best robe you will

ever own. 

Rituals: Hammam Collection 
“A purifying ceremony for body and soul” 
www.Rituals.com
The word Hammam (originating in Turkey) means “spreader of

warmth,” and facilitates in cleansing the body and soul to promote 

harmony and balance. Inspired by this ancient

Eastern custom, Rituals’ luxurious collection is

crafted to refresh, exfoliate and energize skin. 

Infused with invigorating ingredients like 

Rosemary and Eucalyptus, the line, consists of

nine body nourishing products: Hammam Hot

Scrub $29 (Sea Salt, Ginger and Eucalyptus scrub), 

Hammam Body Mud $17 (Shower mud enhanced

with mineral‐rich Rhassoul Clay and Eucalyptus),

Hammam Olive Secret $15 (ultra-hydrating

shower paste cleanses and prepares the skin for 

exfoliation), Hammam Delight $15 (foaming

shower gel), Heavenly Hammam $19 (bath oil),

Pure Hammam $20 

(Volumizing shampoo), 

Hammam Happiness

$20 (Ultra-light volume

& shine conditioner), and

Hammam Massage $19

(massage oil). 

Available at Barney’s, 

Barneys.com and 

Rituals.com

GlaMER Lips Natural LIP Scrub

www.makeupbymer.com

Keep lips smooth, nourished and primed for kissing with

this 100% organic handmade lip scrub. GlaMER Lips,

based in Miami, uses all natural ingredients like, Jojoba

oil, and vitamin E. Rub a small amount onto lips in a 

circular motion for about a minute, then rinse or lick off.

After one scrub, dry lips are super soft. Available in

lemon, bubble gum, and coconut for $10. ML
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